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ADVENTURE BANZ

Original neoprene strap:
Wrap-around strap with VELCRO® 
adjustment to keep glasses in place.

Soft silicone nose and brow piece:
Embedded in the polycarbonate frame
for added comfort.

Shown in yellow for contrast, will 
be same color as frame.

Baby BanZ offer excellent eye protection for infants 
and children 0-5 years. The frame and lens are made 
of tough, shatterproof polycarbonate and the unique 
adjustable neoprene strap and soft silicone nose/brow 
piece ensure a comfortable, secure fit. The UV400 
Category 3 lens gives children’s eyes 100% protection 
from harmful UV rays.

Baby BanZ sunglasses are design patented, carry the 
CE mark and are compliant with Australian standards.

4 Australian owned and designed
4 Robust design, no hinges or arms
4 Sold by the Australian Cancer Council
4 CE certified quality, tested and approved
4 CPSIA compliant
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Silver LeafAges 0-2 Ages 2-5
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Nordic Camo

Pink Camo

Green Camo

Little Hunter

Black Tattoo

Spring Flowers

Red Leaf

Grey Camo

White

Brown Camo

NEW COLORS

Purple Crush

Speckled Pink

Tree Bark

Zoofari
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JBANZ

Blue 
Wraparound

Retro

Black 
Wraparound

Pink 
Classic

White 
Classic

Black 
Classic

Sunnies for Juniors aged 4-10yrs
JBanZ offer high quality Category 3 100% UV protection lens and 
shatter resistant polycarbonate frames. Cleverly designed, the 
JBanZ sunglasses offer style and protection in cool shapes and 
colors kids love.

Come with soft lens cleaning case.

4 Ages 4-10
4 Available in 15 colors

Accessories available separately.

NEW & IMPROVED!

THE FLEXIBLE ARM 

DIFFERENCE

The flexible rubber arm on BanZ 
sunglasses extends their life by 
accommodating  rough play and 
increasing comfort for the wearer.  
*Solids only
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Nordic
Camo

Grey 
Camo

Little 
Hunter

Lilac  
Stripe

Safari Pink

Wild 
Plum

Tree Bark
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JBanZ Beachcomber is the latest addition to 
the   family.  Available in six cool colors in this 
great product. Features includes polarized 
lenses and polycarbonate frame. 

Product comes with soft cleaning case.

Tortoise

Purple 
Crush

Black

White

Pink

Purple Tree 
Bark

JBANZ  BEACHCOMBER

NEW 
PACKAGING
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Real style for the under 7s
With a larger lens and frame, the Retro BanZ 
range incorporates function and fashion.  
Retro BanZ feature 100% UV protection, Category 
3 lenses, shatter resistant polycarbonate frames in 
a wraparound design and the patented Baby BanZ 
band for a comfortable but secure fit. Retro BanZ  
are packaged with a soft lens-cleaner carry case  
and, as an extra bonus, the larger convex lens is 
great for kids with longer eyelashes.

Ages 2-5+Ages 0-2

RETRO BANZ NOW WITH NEW SILICONE NOSE PIECE

Black

White

Pink Diva

Little 
Hunter

Blue

Pink
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Ear protection for 2 years +
These funky earmuffs  look great and, more 
importantly, their Category 4 rating they will 
protect children’s ears from potentially harmful 
noise.

Weighing only 190 grams, BanZ Earmuffs are 
small enough to fit in the palm of your hand, 
making them easy to store or carry with you.

The soft cushion cups will also ensure that your 
child will be comfortable when wearing BanZ 
Earmuffs.

Earmuffs are perfect for:
4  Sporting Events
4 Drag Races
4 Concerts
4 Car Racing
4 Air Shows
4 Boating
4 Renovations
4 Band Practice

Also home activities such as:
4  Lawn Mowing
4  Vacuuming
4  Drilling
4  Budding Musicians

BluePink

Pink Camo

WhiteRed

Black

Green Camo

Kidz Geo

KIDZ EAR DEFENDERS

NEW!!
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Geo

Ear protection for 0 - 2 years
Finally a purpose built set of ear defenders
for children aged 0 – 2 years.  

Smaller ear cups, a lightly tensioned head 
piece and adjustable sizing make these 
BanZ ear defenders the perfect accessory
for any active child.  

Whether you are taking them to an airshow,
rock concert or just doing noisy work around
the house, these ear defenders are flexible 
enough to suit any occasion.*BUILT FOR 

NEW BORNS

NEW!!

Lilac

Blue

Spring Green

Pink

KIDZ EAR DEFENDERS
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SUNSCREEN

Every child needs Sunscreen
Sunscreen is one of the most common types of sun protection.  Made from a premium formula 
to help protect your child, BanZ sunscreen provides the perfect choice for any lifestyle.  Water 
resistant, PABA free and protects from both UVA and UVB.

Sizes: 6 oz with spray applicator and 1 oz(29g) travel tube

4 SPF 50+ Rating
4 Broad Spectrum
4   Convenient spray nozzle
4 Available in handy travel size
4 Moisturizer with Aloe Vera
4 Unscented
4 Non Greasy 
4 Water Resistant up to 80 minutes
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CASE GOGGLES&

Yellow Car
Keep your BanZ safe in these totally 
cool hard cases!
The BanZ sunglass case is a sturdy zip up case which 
holds one pair BanZ sunglasses.

Available in 4 fun designs.

4 Durable, stiff shell covered in smooth nylon fabric 
4 Reinforced zipper

Combat red, sore swimmers’ eyes!
Designed for ages 3 +
Made from tough, shatter resistant polycarbonate, the 
lens of BanZ Swim Goggles offers 100% UV protection.

The anti-fog system prevents fogging under all 
conditions and the soft silicone eyecups and strap are 
designed for maximum comfort. 

Available in pink, blue and black, BanZ Swim Goggles 
come in a groovy, hard carry case for safekeeping.

BanZ Case

Blue Car

Red Car

Pink Rabbit
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Pink Floral

Orange Tide Aqua Tide Green Tide

Every child needs a hat
A built in Velcro adjustment mechanism allows parents 
to change the circumference of the BanZ Sun Hat for 
a more secure and comfortable fit. This also enables 
the hat to be adjusted as the child grows, giving great 
value for money, while the fun reversible print makes 
BanZ Sun Hats suitable for all occasions.

Sizes: 50cm & 56cm

4 UPF 50+ Rating
4 Broad brim to keep the sun off the child’s neck
4 Adjustment mechanism for secure comfort fit
4 Available in two sizes 
4  Light polyester fabric for comfort and quick drying

Purple Sea Turtle Red Sea Turtle

Little Hunter

HATS ASK US ABOUT  CAMBO SETS!
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GIRRA KOOL 
SWIMWEAR - BOYS

NEW!!Protection in and out of the 
water!
The new range of swimwear by BanZ offers 
excellent UPF 50+ sun protection in fast drying 
nylon/Lycra fabric. These pieces can be easily 
mixed and matched to meet the needs of the 
individual. 

Rash Shirts/Shorts Sets 
Rash shirts have long or short sleeve options  
for varying degrees of protection and are 
perfect for in and out of the water!

Made from 100% polyester for comfort and 
quick-drying ability. The boys range has an 
additional netted inner lining. 

Sizes: 8, 10, 12

Swim Shoes
Our Beach Kickers swim shoes provide kids with 
outstanding protection against pebbly beaches, 
hot sand, and slick pool areas. Lightweight and 
flexible, with a high-traction sole. UPF 50+ Each 
pair comes with a black mesh carry bag that 
can be used to toe your shoes, sunscreen, 
glasses and any other treasures you find!
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DANDALOO 
SWIMWEAR - GIRLS

NEW!!
Rash Top and Sport Bottom
Older girls will love the coverage and versatility 
of our rash guard and sport bottom set. 
Available in short and long sleeve.

Sizes: 8, 10, 12

Flap Hats 
Our flap hats cover the face and neck to provide 
maximum UV protection and comfort.

Bucket Hats
Our popular bucket hat now in reversible prints! 
Baby BanZ HatZ have been clinically tested to 
Australian Standards for Fabric UV protection 
and have a UPF rating of 50+. The hat is 
adjustable to fit a range of sizes with our new 
back overlapping Velcro closure!
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COOLGARDIE 
SWIMWEAR INFANTS

Swimsuits
Covering the child from neck to knee, BanZ 
Swimsuits offer maximum skin protection for 
little ones. The swimsuits have a front zipper, and 
sizes 000 – 4 come with an additional protected 
inner leg zipper for easy nappy changing.

Sizes: 000, 00, 0, 1, 2, 4, 6

Rash Shirts/Shorts
Rash shirts have long or short sleeve options for 
varying degrees of protection.
Boys Boardies - Made from 100% polyester for 
comfort and quick-drying ability. The boys range 
has an additional netted inner lining.

Sizes: 000, 00, 0, 1, 2, 4, 6

Rash Shirts/Skirts
This versatile piece can be worn both in and 
out of the water. Elasticized around the waist 
with a built in bikini bottom, the BanZ Swim Skirt 
protects the tops of girl’s legs while playing in or 
at the water’s edge. 

Sizes: 000, 00, 0, 1, 2, 4, 6

Swim Nappy
Accidents do happen – but don’t let them stop 
baby from enjoying the water. The BanZ Swim 
Nappy has a soft PVC layer ensure the BanZ 
Swim Nappy is waterproof, with a draw string 
around the waist to guarantee the nappy stays 
put!

Sizes: S (6-8kgs), M (8-10kgs), L (10-12kgs) 
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4 Storage pocket for personal items
4 Roof ventilation system
4 Sand pockets and pegs for stability
4 Mesh windows with roll up covers
4 Easy snap lock assembly system
4 Light weight easy to store

Size:  (W) 2m X (D)2m X (H)1.3m 
(W) 6’6“ X (D)6’6“ X (H)4’

BEACH TENT  
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For outdoor enthusiasts  

4 - 10 years!
Ski BanZ Goggles offer valuable eye protection 
for every winter activity from skiing to sledding 
to the occasional snowball fight. 

These professional grade ski goggles are made 
of durable shatter resistant polycarbonate for 
optimal safety, are helmet compatible and offer 
100% UV protection so kids can hit the  slopes 
in safety. Ski BanZ have a double-vented lens to 
create  a thermal barrier, an excellent seal and 
an industrial strength P80 anti-fog coating, to 
prevent fogging without hindering optics.  

The citrus lens transmits 33% of visible light which 
makes Ski BanZ suitable for densely overcast 
to bright sunlight conditions. With a super 
soft contour foam lining and extra wide band 
for comfort, Ski BanZ comply with Australian 
standard AS/NZ1067 for UV protection and AS/
NZ1337:1992 for impact resistance. 

The BanZ sleek, sporty design comes in three 
colors, with a carry case that doubles as a 
cleaning cloth.

4 Ages 4 - 10 years
4 Wide vision lens
4 100% UVA/UVB protection
4 Shatterproof polycarbonate frame
4 P80 anti-fog coating

SKI BANZ
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Cube DisplayCombined Stand

POS
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North and South America

Baby BanZ, Inc.
205 A North Adams Street
Knob Noster
MO 65336, USA

Tel: +1 660 563 7100
Fax: +1 660 563 7104
sales@babyBanZ.com

Europe, Middle East and Africa

BanZ Ltd
19, Lydford Business Park
East Lydford, Somerton
Somerset, TA11 7HA
United Kingdom

European Sales: 

Tel: +44 1963 240803 
info@babyBanZ.com

Australia, NZ and Asia

Baby BanZ Australia
Unit 5/34 Prestige Parade
Wangara  
Western Australia 6065

Tel: +61 (0)8 6102 5678 
Fax: +61 (0)8 92005650
salesau@babyBanZ.com

Your local Baby BanZ representative is:

@babyBanZ.com

facebook.com/babyBanZinc

The Protection Experts

The Protection Experts


